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Abstract

Quantitative analysis of software systems is being recognized as an important issue in the
software development process. Performance analysis can help to address quantitative system
analysis from the early stages of the software development life cycle, e.g, to compare design
alternatives or to identify system bottlenecks. Early identification of performance problems
is desirable as the cost of design change increases with the later phases in the software devel-
opment cycle. In this paper we focus on simulation-oriented performance models of software
systems. We introduce an approach for translating UML software specifications into simula-
tion models. The proposed technique defines the annotation of an UML system specification
by using the UML profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time specification. This al-
lows the designer to easily add quantitative informations to the software specification in a
standard and consistent way. Then we derive a process-oriented simulation model whose
execution provides performance results that can be directly interpreted at the UML software
specification level.

Keywords Discrete-event simulation, Software Architectures, Simulation-based perfor-
mance model, Unified Modeling Language.

1 Introduction

In recent years it has been recognized that software development processes should be sup-
ported by a suitable mechanism for early assessment of software performance. Early identi-
fication of unsatisfactory performance of Software Architectures (SA) can greatly reduce the
cost of design change [38, 39]. The reason is that correcting a design flaw is more expensive
the later the change is applied during the software development process. This is particularly
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true if a waterfall-style model [40] of software development is employed, as any change dur-
ing the development process requires to start back from the beginning. However, this is still
a relevant issue whenever a different software development process is used.

Both quantitative and qualitative analysis can be performed at the software architectural
design level. Qualitative analysis deals with functional properties of the software system
such as deadlock-freedom or security. Qualitative analysis is carried out by measurement or
by modeling the software system to derive quantitative figures of merit, such as, for example,
the execution profile of the software, memory or network utilization. We focus on models
of software systems at the SA level. These include Queuing Networks [23], Stochastic Petri
Nets [28] and Stochastic Process Algebra [18].

In this paper we consider quantitative evaluation of the performances of SA at the design
level based on simulation models. We consider SA specifications expressed in terms of Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) [29] diagrams. We propose to annotate the UML diagrams
using a subset of annotations defined in theUML Profile for Schedulability, Performance
and Time Specification[30] (hereafter referred asUML performance profile).

Simulation is a powerful modeling technique that allows general system models, that is
simulation models can represent arbitrarily complex real-world situations, which can be too
complex or even impossible to represent by analytical models. Examples of complex systems
are computer systems with asynchronous communications, fork and join and simultaneous
resource possessions, for which analytical models often become difficult to analyze. We pro-
pose an approach for software performance analysis based on simulation to take advantage
of this modeling technique. We define a simulation model of an UML software architecture
specification introducing an almost one-to-one correspondence between behaviors expressed
in the UML model and the entities or processes in the simulation model.

The advantage of the proposed approach is twofold. First, this correspondence between
the system and the model helps the feedback process to report performance results obtained
by simulation back into the original SA. Second, this allow to define a simple translation
algorithm from the SA to the simulation performance model that can be fully automated.

This paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents some background on software
performance modeling, and Section3 we discuss some critical issues. Section4 presents the
proposed methodology introduced the annotation of the UML diagrams and the translation
algorithm from SA to the simulation model. Model validation is discussed in Section5.
Conclusions and future works are presented in Section6.

2 Software Performances Modeling

Performance analysis of software systems can be carried out by measurement or by mod-
eling techniques. Direct measurement of an actual implementation provides an accurate
assessment of the performance of a software system. This is relatively easy to do, but re-
quires system availability or to build a system implementation before the measurement can
take place. Implementing a complex system is usually a time-consuming, error-prone and
expensive task. We focus on software system at the SA design level. When SA exhibits
performance-related problems, it is unlikely that such problems will be fixes once the archi-
tecture has been deployed, given the high costs associated with changing the design. Hence
it is useful or even necessary to evaluate early performance measures at the architectural de-
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sign level, by developing and evaluating a model of SA. Performance model evaluation can
is obtained by analytical, simulative or hybrid techniques.

Most of the research in the area of Software Performance Engineering (SPE) is based
on developing analytical models of SA [4, 5]. However, such models can usually be built
only by imposing some structural restrictions on the original SA, depending on the specific
modeling formalism which has been chosen; the reason is that analytical models have often
a limited expressiveness. While it is sometimes possible to simplify the model of the system
in order to make it analytically tractable, there are many cases in which the significant as-
pects of the software system can not be effectively represented into the performance model.
Examples are concurrency, simultaneous resource possession and fork and join systems.

For these reasons we propose a software performance evaluation approach based on sim-
ulation models. Simulation models can be arbitrarily detailed, in that, informally, they im-
pose no restrictions on what they can model. The analyst has the maximum degree of free-
dom in selecting the aspects of the real system, that is the SA in our context, to model, and at
which level of detail. This freedom comes at some cost: the drawback of simulation is that
very complex models may require a lot of time and computational resources in order to be
executed. The results also require sophisticated statistical techniques in order to be correctly
understood [21]. While it is true that any given system can be represented at an arbitrarily
high level of detail by a simulation model, the analyst often can ignore the exact details of
the system being simulated. This is certainly the case with SA, since they are defined at a
high level of abstraction, and many details are postponed until the implementation phase.
However, while the software architect may ignore the inner details of the system being de-
signed, he could have some more or less detailed knowledge of part of the architecture (for
example if some pieces are taken from an existing, already implemented system). Whenever
additional informations are available, they should be used to obtain better and more realis-
tic performance measures. A performance model which is able to represent the SA at an
arbitrary level of detail could be extremely useful in this situation.

In order to easily apply SPE techniques it is convenient to refer to a common nota-
tion for software specification. Many system notations are design-oriented and do not pro-
vide built-in facilities to express informations necessary to derive a performance model.
Two main approaches have been employed to overcome these limitations. The first is in-
troducing performance-oriented formalisms applied on informations specifically added to
software models [38]. The second is the extension of modeling languages with additional
notations [7, 19, 27]. While both approaches produced encouraging results, they are not
widespread since they require software engineers to learn new and non-standard modeling
formalisms and notations.

After its adoption in 1997 as an official Object Management Group (OMG) standard,
theUnified Modeling Language(UML) [ 29] gained wide acceptance among software engi-
neers thanks to its flexibility and ease of use. UML is a language for specifying, visualizing,
constructing, and documenting software and non-software systems. It is particularly use-
ful for, although not limited to, designing Object-Oriented systems. UML provides users
with a visual modeling notation to develop and exchange models, and it defines extensibility
and specialization mechanisms. It supports specifications independent of particular program-
ming languages and development processes. Moreover, it supports higher-level development
concepts such as components, collaborations, frameworks and patterns.
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Given its wide acceptance, many software engineers are already acquainted with at least
the basics of the UML notation. For this reason recently several SPE approaches consider
UML as a starting notation on which existing and new performance evaluation techniques
can be applied. This can be done because UML provides extension mechanisms to add new
concepts and notations for those situations which are not covered by the core language, and
to specialize the concepts, notation, and constraints for particular application domains.
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Model

Feedback
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Implementation
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Figure 1: Phases of the modeling and performance evaluation process

We consider the the performance-oriented modeling process illustrated in Fig.1. The
starting point is a description of the SA. We consider a description as a set of UML diagrams
annotated with quantitative informations in order to derive a simulation-based performance
model. The model is obtained using a suitableModeling Algorithmand then it is then im-
plemented in a simulation program, which is eventually executed. Simulation results are
a set of performance measures, that can be used to provide a feedback at the original SA
design level. The feedback should pinpoint performance problems on the SA, and possibly
provide suggestions to the software designer about how the problem can be solved. The
modeling cycle shown in Fig.1 can be iterated until a SA with satisfactory performances is
developed. We focus on the first phases of the modeling process, namely the choice which
UML diagrams to use and to be modeled, and how we can annotate them with quantitative
performance informations useful to develop the simulation model.

Several approaches and methodologies have been recently proposed on deriving per-
formance models from UML descriptions of SA. Most of them propose the derivation of
analytical performance models. We shall now briefly discuss some references. A thorough
discussion and bibliography can be found in [5, 4].

Approaches using analytic models King and Pooley [22] propose a methodology for
deriving performance models based onGeneralized Stochastic Petri Nets(GSPN) [28] from
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UML collaboration and statechart diagrams. They propose to use a combination of UML di-
agrams – state diagrams embedded into collaboration diagrams – to better express the global
state of a system. In [33], Pooley and King describe how the various kinds of UML diagrams
can be used for performance evaluation purposes; to demonstrate their approach, a queuing
network model is derived from a UML description of an ATM system. The approach adds
textual notations to UML diagrams to include useful information for performance evalua-
tion (e.g., time labels in sequence diagrams). Such annotations are used to produce more
complete models of software systems. It should be noted that their approach can be applied
regardless of the particular performance model derived.

In [8], Bernardi et al. derive a GSPN model from UML state and sequence diagrams.
They define two levels of modeling: a class level and an instance level. The class level is
represented by state diagrams, and is used to describe the behavior of single entities of a
system. The instance level uses sequence diagrams to show patterns of interaction among
objects (instances of classes). The GSPN model is then created merging together the infor-
mation provided by the two kinds of diagrams.

Cortellessa and Mirandola present in [14] a methodology for translating UML sequence
diagrams, use case diagrams and deployment diagrams into performance model based on
Extended Queuing Networks(EQN) [24], using an intermediate transformation intoExecu-
tion Graphs[38]. System performance evaluation is presented as an incremental process
integrated in the software development life cycle, by using information of different kinds of
UML diagrams from the early stages of the development process. The level of detail of the
model is extended as the software development proceeds. This allows incremental building
of a performance model of the system, which can be used to improve or modify the SA.
The UML diagrams are annotated with quantitative informations, which are necessary to set
the parameters of the model. Actors are annotated with the frequency they may appear in
the system. Associations between actors and use cases are annotated with the probabilities
that each actor executes each use case. Sequence diagrams are annotated with timing in-
formations attached to events, and messages sent among objects are tagged with their sizes.
Deployment diagrams represent various kinds of resources, and are annotated with suitable
parameters such as bandwidth for network links, or speed of computational resources. Fi-
nally the three types of UML diagrams (use case, sequence and deployment diagrams) are
used together to build a EQN model.

In [16], Gomaa and Menascé use UML diagrams to represent the interconnection pattern
of a distributed software architecture. class diagrams are used to illustrate the static view of
a system, while collaboration diagrams show the dynamic behavior. collaboration diagrams
are extended with new elements showing interconnections and communication ports, and
are added with performance annotations written in XML. Such annotations refer to routing
probability between objects, average message processing time, average message size and
average arrival rate of requests. Then they derive a performance model based on Queuing
Networks.

Gu and Petriu [17] and Petriu and Shen [32] derive performance models based onLay-
ered Queuing Network(LQN) models [37] from a description of SA. They use UML activity
diagrams, annotated as defined in the UML Performance Profile. Diagrams and annotations
are saved in XML files in the XMI format [31] and then translated in LQN models through
XSL transformations (XSLT) [43].
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Lindemann et al. [26] develop an algorithm for deriving performance models based on
Generalized Semi-Markov Processesfrom UML state and activity Diagrams. These dia-
grams are annotated with exponentially distributed or deterministic delays applied to events,
and timed events trigger a state transition. Annotations are based on an extension the UML
Performance Profile.

Kähkipuro [20] proposes a framework on UML notation for describing performance
models of component-based distributed systems. The performance model is based on Aug-
mented Queuing Networks (AQNs).

Bernardo et alt. [9] propose an architectural description language based on the stochastic
Process Algebra EMPA [10] that provides an integration of a formal specification language
and performance models. They introduce the architectural description language ÆMPA,
whose syntax is given both as a graphical and textual notation. The semantics of ÆMPA is
given in terms of EMPA specifications.

Approaches using Simulation-based modelsA few works concentrate on simulation-
based performance models for software systems. Arief and Speirs [1, 2, 3] develop an au-
tomatic tool for deriving simulation models from UML class and sequence diagrams. Their
approach consists on transforming the UML diagrams into a simulation model described as
an XML document. This model can then be translated into different kinds of simulation
programs, possibly written in different languages. In this way the performance model is
decoupled from its actual implementation.

De Miguel et al. [15] introduce UML extensions for the representation and automatic
evaluation of temporal requirements and resource usage, particularly targeted at real-time
systems. The extensions are expressed in term of stereotypes, tagged values and stereotyped
constraints, and are introduced in a commercial UML CASE tool, which generates OPNET
simulation models starting from annotated UML diagrams.

3 Some Critical Issues

We shall discuss now some critical issues, that are, limitations and open problems in many
of the existing SPE methodologies applied to the analysis of software architectures.

Difficulty in interpreting the results Most of the SPE methodologies work by trans-
forming the original SA into a different, performance-oriented representation. Performance-
oriented models may be based on Queuing Networks, Stochastic Petri Nets and Markov
Processes. Some integrated functional and performance models are based on Stochastic
Process Algebras, that integrates specification and performance models into a unique frame-
work. However, these approaches require the software designer to express the SA in a SPA
specification. Informally, we observe that the software performance process produces a tar-
get performance-oriented representation usually less expressive than the original software
model. Indeed, many aspects of the original design are discarded during the modeling pro-
cess. Therefore it may be difficult to translate performance measures obtained by the per-
formance model into the original SA. The use of a simulation-based performance model is
expected to alleviate this problem. The transformation from software design model to the
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performance model should be simpler and more immediate than with analytical methods,
and simulation results should be immediately interpreted at the software architectural design
level.

Non-standard UML annotations Another limitation of several software performance
approaches based on UML is on how the diagrams are annotated. Various approaches pro-
posed different annotations of UML diagrams [1, 16, 20]. Standard UML extension mecha-
nisms arestereotypesandtagged values[29]. A stereotype is a model element that defines
values (based on tag definitions), constraints and optionally a new graphical representation.
Each model element that is labeled by one or more particular stereotypes import these val-
ues and constraints in addition to its attributes, associations and superclasses. Tag definitions
specify new kinds of properties that may be attached to model elements. The actual prop-
erties of individual model elements are specified using Tagged Values. These may either be
simple datatype values or references to other model elements. The UML Performance Pro-
file addresses this problem by defining a standard framework in which performance-oriented
informations can be added to UML diagrams in a standard way.

Partial Use of the UML diagrams The current approaches for producing simulation-
based performance models from UML diagrams consider only few of the diagram types
defined by UML. However, software architects describe SA by using several UML diagrams
at the same time. Different kinds of diagrams describe the same system from different points
of view. Hence we conceive a detailed static and dynamic model of the software system by
considering all these points of view. This is not an easy task, as there is not a single way of
using the various UML diagrams. The user is allowed to combine them in many different
ways. This allows the greatest degree of flexibility, at the price that the UML semantic is
poorly and only very broadly defined, as discussed in [36].

Lack of model validation The existing SPE methodologies based on simulation per-
formance models seldom consider the problem of model validation. This is one of the most
difficult problems in simulation performance modeling and analysis [25] and is particularly
difficult in SPE. The reason is that the starting point of SPE is itself a conceptual model of
a software system. The goal of SPE is forecasting software system performance before the
system is actually built. Thus, many of the standard verification, validation and testing tech-
niques cannot be applied, as they rely on comparing the results obtained by the performance
model with those obtained by the running system [6]. We discuss the problem of simulation
model validation in software performance modeling in Section5.

4 Proposed Methodology

In this section we propose a methodology for software performance modeling based on sim-
ulation. Referring to the modeling scheme illustrated in Fig.1, we propose a modeling
algorithm for automatic translation of annotated UML diagrams into a simulation-based per-
formance models. Then we auotmatically derive a simulation program from the simulation
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model. Performance results are reported back into the original UML diagrams to show pos-
sible performance problems. The phases of the proposed approach can be included into an
existing Computer Aided Software Engineering(CASE) tool, to better integrate software
performance evaluation techniques in the software modeling design process.

First, we introduce the proposed annotations of the considered UML diagrams. Then
we describe the translation algorithm from the UML specification of the SA to the process-
oriented simulation model, and we discuss the implementation into a simulation program.

4.1 Annotating UML diagrams

We introduce a notation to add performance-oriented informations into UML diagrams based
on a subset of theUML Performance Profile[30], which has recently been released as an
OMG Specification. We briefly describe the UML Performance Profile in AppendixA, and
a complete description can be found in [30].

We derive the simulation model from UML diagrams. Some approaches of simulation-
based software performance [14, 33] identify the following diagrams as potentially useful
for quantitative analysis of SA:

• Use case diagrams

• Class ciagrams

• Sequence diagrams/interaction diagrams

• Deployment diagrams

• State and activity diagrams

With respect to [33] we use a different notation to annotate UML diagrams, that is the an-
notation described in the UML Performance Profile. As in [14] we use use case diagrams to
represent workloads applied to the system. Moreover we let the user associate a fragment
of code to each workload in order to initialize parameters associated with the simulation
execution of that workload.

Use case diagramsare used to describe at a very high level the interaction between the
software system and one or moreactorsrequiring service. The UML Performance Profile
does not make any use of use case diagrams, but they can be used to represent aPerformance
Context, in the terminology introduced in the previous section. Similarly to the proposals
in [33] and [14], Actors represent workloads applied to the system, and use cases represent
scenarios. Thus, actors can be stereotyped with�PAclosedLoad� or�PAopenLoad�,
whose tagged values are illustrated in Table1.

We denote with boldface strings the additions to the standard definitions of the UML
Performance Profile. ThePAfreqtag (of typeRealrepresents the frequency with which the
actor interacts with the system.

Moreover we propose to introduce a new stereotype,� PAscenario � which is not
defined in the UML Performance Profile, since a scenario is implicitly defined by its first
step, stereotyped as a� PAstep�). This new stereotype can be associated to Use Cases
and contains a tagPAprobof typeReal, representing the probability that the given scenario
occurs. Since a scenario is usually characterized by its own set of values for some user-
defined variables, we propose to add another tagPAconfiguration, of type String, which
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Stereotype Base Class Tags
�PAclosedLoad� Message, Stimulus, Action,

Action State, SubactivityS-
tate, ActionExecution, Op-
eration, Method, Reception,
Actor

PArespTime, PApriority,
PApopulation, PAextDelay,
PAfreq

�PAopenLoad� Message, Stimulus, Action
State, SubactivityState, Ac-
tion, ActionExecution, Op-
eration, Method, Reception,
Actor

PArespTime, PApriority,
PAoccurrence,PAfreq

Table 1: Proposed extension of theworkload

contains an appropriate set of Perl statements for initializing the value of the scenario’s
variables.

Stereotype Base Class Tags
�PAscenario� Actor PAprob, PAconfiguration

Table 2: Proposed addition of thescenario

We assume that the normalizing probabilities constraint holds, i.e. the the probabilities
associated to the scenarios which can be generated by the same actor must sum to 1.

Class diagramsWe propose their use for providing informations about the computa-
tional complexity or the execution cost of object’s methods. To this aim we apply thePAde-
mandtag to the relevant methods. The value of the tag represents the host execution demand
of the method. The exact definition of the syntax for this type of annotations is a critical
point. If the software architect already knows the implementation details for some of the
methods, it should be highly desirable that such detailed information could be inserted into
the annotations. The detailed information could be some sophisticated cost model or maybe
an algorithmic description of an exact cost model for the method. The cost of the method
could also depend on the history of invocation of other methods in the same or in other
classes. As an example, the expected cost of an item insertion into a sorted, doubly linked
list is a function of the size of the list. The size depends on how many calls there have been to
the methods used to insert and remove items to the list object. It turns out that expressing the
computational cost of the methods by means of stochastic variables is not adequate in these
cases. However, given that the UML Performance Profile uses TVL as the language used
to describe tag’s values, it seems a sensible idea to use a more powerful subset of the Perl
language (or the whole language) in place of TVL. See Section4.3for additional discussion
on this issue.

Deployment diagramsshow how objects are allocated to physical components (nodes)
of the system. Deployment diagrams can be used to show where software components are
allocated in a distributed system. Also, nodes can be connected with lines indicating the
presence of a communication medium between them. Nodes and lines can be tagged with
informations regarding their performances (such as CPU speed, amount of RAM, network
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bandwidth). The UML Performance Profile already defines the possibility of annotating
nodes in the deployment diagram with the� PAresource � stereotype. This stereotype
allows the modeler to indicate tags for the evaluated utilization of the resource, its scheduling
policy, capacity, access time, response time, evaluated total waiting time, and throughput.

Sequence/collaboration diagrams. Sequence diagrams show the dynamic behavior of
objects. Objects are shown as boxes with vertical dashed lines extending below them. Time
flows downward along the lines; horizontal arrows represent messages sent from one object
to another. Timing informations can be added by associating a� PAstep� stereotype to
messages or to action states. If the user specifies the physical location of each object in
the deployment diagram, then we can use the informations associated with the communica-
tion links between nodes in the deployment diagram to compute the delay incurred by each
message, as it travels from the source to the destination object. Also, the duration of each
action can be computed from its CPU demand and the performance of the computing node
on which the action occurs. Collaboration diagrams can usually be substituted to sequence
diagrams, as they are just a different mean of representing the same things.

State and activity diagrams are used to show the behavior of an object as a set of
activities, with events causing the internal state of the object to change. A state change can
be caused either by a message or by a change in some condition, or by a combination of the
two. State diagrams can have a hierarchical top-down decomposition, in which states can
be part of super-states. Activity diagrams are an extension of state diagrams, with explicit
synchronization similar to Petri Net transitions [29]. As in collaboration/sequence diagrams,
actions and states can be annotated with the� PAstep � stereotype, so adding various
performance-related annotations to each action.

Examples of annotations are the total execution demand on its host resource, the response
time, the probability to execute that particular step – if a step has multiple successor, and thus
a choice has to be made –, the number of times the step has to be iterated and the total step
duration. If an action refers to an execution of an object method, then the duration of the
action can be computed from the method’s annotations on the appropriate class diagram.

4.2 The modeling algorithm

The modeling algorithm we propose can be described by the following steps:

1. Starting from an UML representation of a software system, we annotate and use the
UML diagrams as follows:

• UML use case diagrams describe the interaction between the software system and
one or more Actors requiring service. As proposed in [14, 33] we identify Actors
to represent workloads applied to the system and Use Cases to represent scenar-
ios. Actors can be stereotyped as� PAopenLoad� or� PAclosedLoad� to
represent respectively open and closed population of users accessing the system.
Use Cases are tagged withPAprob tags, whose value indicates the probability
of executing that scenario.

• Each activity of an activity diagram can be tagged with the following informa-
tions: the number of times the step has to be repeated (PArep ); the delay be-
tween repetitions (PAinterval ) of the same step; an additional delay for each
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step representing user “think time” (PAdelay ); the service demand of the step
(PAdemand).

• Sequence diagrams can be annotated similarly to Activity diagrams, as they pro-
vide roughly the same information. Sequence diagrams have the advantage of
explicitly showing the messages exchanged between objects. Objects communi-
cation can be expressed also in activity diagrams if we associate each activity to
the object which is responsible for its execution.

• Deployment diagrams can provide additional details on the physical environment
on which the SA runs. Deployment diagrams show how objects are allocated to
physical components (typically processors). Also, they show how processors are
interconnected together. Processors and network links are tagged with parameters
describing their speed, capacity, scheduling policy and other details. By consid-
ering the allocation of active components of the SA to processors it is possible to
make a more realistic estimation of action durations, as actions can be associated
to the processing resource on which they execute.

2. Automatically derive the simulation model from the XMI description [31] of the UML
diagrams.

3. Execute the simulation model, optionally asking the user to specify some parameters
for the simulation, such as the desired confidence level for the estimation of the per-
formance indices, the confidence interval width and the simulation length.

4. Insert back the simulation results into the UML model as tagged values associated with
UML model elements.

4.3 Building the simulation

The schema of the proposed software performance approach described in Fig.1 can be im-
plemented as a performance evaluation tool for annotated UML diagrams. The tool can be
either embedded into an existing CASE tool, or as an external product. Embedding is only
feasible if the source code of the CASE tool is available, or where the CASE tool provides a
public application programming interface for communicating with external applications that
many commercial CASE applications offer. Embedding allows the integration of perfor-
mance analysis into the CASE application. Then the user would easily get feedback during
the whole design process that can be used to change the design where necessary. On the
other hand, an embedded performance analysis tool is less portable than an external one. An
external separate performance tool is a stand-alone application which reads a set of annotated
UML diagrams from a file, simulates the SA outputting a new model annotated with the re-
sults of the simulation. Note that many CASE tools use a standard XML-based notation for
representing UML models. Such notation is called XML Metamodel Interface (XMI) [31].
However, there are different implementations of XMI by the various UML tools, so there
still exists a dependency of the performance tool on the CASE application used to develop
the UML models.

The simulation model can be implemented as a discrete-event simulation program. The
performance results which can be obtained from the analysis can be any measure (index)
the user might be interested in. Examples of such measures are the resources utilization,
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system throughput or the total time required to execute a scenario. Note that for these in-
dices, the UML performance profile already defines specific tagged values, whose values
could be computed by the performance tool. However, given that a simulation model is very
powerful, since it often can represent arbitrarily complex behaviors, it is expected that any
user-defined performance measure should be computed by the simulation tool. For example,
suppose that the modeler is interested in knowing the memory utilization of the system. Fur-
thermore, suppose that the memory required by the system at a given time can be predicted
very accurately, and depends on the sequence of operations performed on that component.
Currently, the UML performance profile does not provide a direct definition for custom per-
formance metrics and their computation. The Tag Value Language as defined in [30] does
not provide an assignment operator, so it cannot be used for describing complex behaviors.
This can be easily solved by using the full Perl language rather than TVL (which is a sub-
set of Perl). The freely available Perl interpreter is shipped with a C library which can be
linked with any program; the library provides functions for instantiating an interpreter and
executing chunks of Perl code. Such chunks of code could be attached to UML elements
stereotyped as� PAstep�, defining a new tag (for example namedPAcode) which rep-
resents a chunk of Perl code which is executed by the simulator when the associated UML
element is considered.

5 Model Validation

Validationof a simulation model deals with the accuracy of the modeling process, i.e. how
accurately the simulation model represents the real system. Validation is usually an itera-
tive process, where model and system behavior are compared. Discrepancies between these
behaviors are used to tune the model until its accuracy is considered acceptable [25].

In the context of SPE, the “real system” is an abstract representation of a SA. Specifically,
we consider here an UML representation of a SA. Such an abstract representation cannot be
directly executed, so the standard validation techniques cannot be applied within this context.

Formal validation techniques[6] can be used to validate performance models when an
already implemented system is not available. The idea is to develop a formal proof that the
performance model is valid, according to the scope of the simulation. To get such a formal
proof of correctness both the system to simulate and the simulation model must be translated
into a formal and precise mathematical notation. The model is considered validated if it is
possible to formally prove that it behaves in the same way as the system and satisfies the
requirements specification with sufficient accuracy. Fig.2 sketches the process of the formal
validation techniques. Note that this validation method does not require the simulation model
to be actually implemented.

As observed in [6], developing formal proofs of correctness in realistic cases is not al-
ways possible under the current state of the art. If the system to be modeled is a set of UML
diagrams the problem is even worse, because UML has no formal semantics. There are some
research addressing this open problem, as discussed in [13, 36]). However, giving a formal
description of a simulation model is difficult, and currently there is no standard notation to
do so. A few works describe a semantics for a subset of a simulation language [11, 12, 41].
Thus, the simulation model could be formally described by first translating it into a simula-
tion program for which there is a formal semantics.
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Figure 2: Formal validation of a simulation model. The UML diagrams and the simulation
model are translated into a common formal notation. These representations should be proved to
be equivalent.

A simpler validation approach is to develop a set of test cases, each one being an UML
representation of an already implemented SA. Then we can validate the simulation model
with the implemented SA as shown in Fig.3.

Both the approaches above have some drawbacks. Formal validation is difficult given
the current state of the art, since UML descriptions of SA and simulation models have no
standard, formal representation. On the other hand, validation of simulation models against
testing, using standard techniques, gives no guarantee that the transformation from UML
model into performance model always preserves properties of the original SA. Validation by
example can be used just to show that the transformation can produce valid models, and not
that the transformation must always produce valid models.

We outline another possible approach to model validation. We observe that transform-
ing UML models into simulation models is very similar to defining a semantics of a set of
annotated UML diagrams. This semantics should depend on what UML diagrams are used
and how they are annotated; we assume annotations based on the UML performance pro-
file. The transformationS : U → M defines a mapping from the space of the annotated
UML diagramsU into the spaceM of the simulation models. The mappingS could be
defined according to the informal UML semantics defined in the standard [29], and accord-
ing to the equally informal semantics of the annotations described in the UML performance
profile [30]. FunctionS could be defined in an arbitrary way. However, if we treatS as a
semantics function, we can impose a constraint on it by requiring the soundness property to
hold. Suppose that we define an equivalence relation≈U ⊆ U × U and≈M ⊆ M ×M .
Given that, we can define a soundness property for the transformationS as follows:

for eachX, Y ∈ U : S(X) ≈M S(Y ) ⇒ X ≈U Y (1)

This means that, for each pair of annotated sets of UML diagramsX andY , if they map to
equivalent performance models, then they represent similar SA.

Defining the equivalence relations≈M and≈U is very difficult. Two SA could be equiv-
alent if they represent the same system at different levels of detail, or if they describe two
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Figure 3: Implementation-based validation of simulation model.

systems providing the same functionalities, or if they are structurally equivalent, and so on.
Two simulation models could be equivalent if they are structurally equivalent, or if they
represent systems with the same performances under identical conditions. However, note
that we could define an efficient performance model validation technique by using the def-
inition of relations≈M and≈U so that the soundness property can be easily and possibly
automatically verified.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we have considered the problem of evaluating the performances of SA de-
scribed in UML. We focused on the UML specification for Schedulability, Performance and
Time specification, which defines a standard framework for schedulability and performance
analysis. The UML profile is not specific for a performance model, so the modeler is free to
use analytic, simulation or hybrid techniques. We consider simulation models as the more
flexible and powerful. Moreover, we believe that an annotated set of UML diagrams maps
almost directly into the appropriate simulation model in such a way that reporting the com-
puted performance measures back into the original SA is almost trivial.

Following the approach in [33] we have considered the various classes of UML diagrams,
identifying their possible use for performance analysis purposes. We suggest a simple ex-
tension to the UML performance profile, consisting in adopting use case diagrams to define
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scenarios to be simulated. Also, we suggest to use the full Perl language, rather than the
TVL, as a means for specifying the values for the annotations of the diagrams. In this way
it should be possible to express complex performance measures, other than the basic ones
already included in the UML performance profile.

We have discussed the validation of the performance model as a crucial step in any soft-
ware performance methodology based on simulation. The problem with the validation of
simulation models derived from UML descriptions of SA is twofold. First, traditional ver-
ification and validation techniques cannot be employed, as the system to be modeled is an
abstraction which is impossible to “run”. Second, it is extremely difficult to express in a
formal notation the simulation model, but this is necessary before trying to reason about
properties and relations with the UML architecture. It should be noted that the UML perfor-
mance profile defines only informally the meaning of the various tagged values to be added
to the UML models.

Further research will focus on exploring this problem. Ongoing research concerns the
implementation of a software performance simulation tool based on the extension of the
UML performance profile discussed in this paper, and the development of an appropriate
validation method.
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A Overview of the UML Performance Profile

The profile has been defined using standard UML extension mechanisms, and provides the
modeler with a set of packages. Each package defines the mapping between specific do-
main models (schedulability, time and performance characteristics) to UML stereotypes and
tagged values definitions, which represent the UML viewpoint. The general structure of the
profile is illustrated in Fig.4.

Figure 4: Structure of the UML Performance Profile.

The UML Performance Profile is partitioned into a number of sub-profiles. The core of
the profile is the set of sub-profiles that represent the general resource modeling framework.
These provide a common base for all the analysis sub-profiles in this specification. However,
it is anticipated that future profiles dealing with other types of QoS (e.g., availability, fault
tolerance, security) may need to reuse only a portion of this core. Hence, the general re-
source model is itself partitioned into three separate parts. The innermost part is the resource
modeling sub-profile, which introduces the basic concepts of resources and QoS. These are
general enough and independent of any concurrency and time-specific concepts. Since con-
currency and time are at the core of the requirements behind this specification, they each
have a separate sub-profile.

The modeler constructs an UML model that includes supplementary annotations required
by the different model processors. The model is then passed to the model processor where it
is analyzed and the results are fed back to the modeler as shown in Fig.5. In particular, the
results of the performance evaluation process are reported into the original UML model as
tag values or as notes attached to the relevant UML elements.

The UML Performance Profile has several advantages. The model provided in the profile
is minimal, with the expectation that further specialized profiles will be defined by users or
tool vendors. However, even without such specializations the concepts are sufficient for
basic performance analysis of complex systems. The profile tried to avoid any assumptions
about whether the analysis method will be based on queuing theory or simulation. Hence,
the profile is independent from the specific performance model used.

Fig. 6 illustrates the basic performance modeling framework, including the basic com-
ponents and relationships.
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Figure 5: The modeling process.

Figure 6: Performance Modeling Framework.

A Performance Context(PContext) represents a nonempty set of scenarios, which are
used to analyze different situations. For example, Performance Contexts can be used to
analyze the behavior of a system underlight andheavytraffic, or with different customer
arrival patterns, or assuming a different set of resources.

A Scenario(PScenario) is a sorted sequence of steps (PStep), each step representing
the execution of some action which requires some amount of time. Multiple steps can be
executed concurrently, and this is the reason why each step can have multiple predecessors
(i.e., it occurs at a join point between multiple execution threads), or successors (i.e., it
occurs at a fork point generating multiple execution threads). Note that a Step can itself be a
Scenario (PStep inherits from PScenario), meaning that a single step can be a scenario made
of finer-grained steps. Each Step has attributes indicating the probability of its execution,
how many times it is to be repeated (and the delay between repetitions), the set of operations
performed during the step and the total duration of the step. Each Scenario is associated with
the workloads driving it, and with the set of resources required for its execution.
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A Resource(PResource) represents an abstract view of a passive or active resource. Its
attributes are the computed utilization of that resource, the policy used to control the access
to the resource and the rate at which service can be provided. AProcessing Resource(PPro-
cessingResource) is a device (such as a processor) having processing steps allocated to it. A
Passive Resource(PPassiveResource) may represent either a shared device or a logical entity
(such as a memory buffer, or a shared queue).

A Workload(Workload) is used to represent either anOpen Workload(OpenWorkload),
in which the system services a stream of clients arriving with a given inter-arrival time, or
a Closed Workload(ClosedWorkload) in which the system services a fixed population of
clients which iterate between idle periods, and requests for service.

The UML Performance Profile defines two ways for mapping the above performance
domain concepts into UML equivalents. The two approaches are based on Collaboration
or Sequence Diagrams, and on Activity Graphs. For both approaches a set of stereotypes
with associated tagged values are defined. These stereotypes are attached to the various
model elements which should be considered for performance analysis purposes. The model
processor is supposed to recognize these stereotypes and use the associated tagged values to
obtain the model’s parameters.

In the Collaboration-based approach a Performance Context is modeled as a�PAContext�
stereotype attached to a UML collaboration diagram. A Scenario is defined by applying a
� PAStep� stereotype to an action execution model element (or to a message or stimu-
lus that directly causes that action). Workloads are defined with a� PAOpenLoad � or
� PAClosedLoad� stereotype, attached to the first step of a scenario. Finally, resources
are modeled with the two stereotypes� PAHost� and� PAResource�. � PAHost�
is attached to the model element which actually executes the step. If multiple processing
resources are present, each executing different roles, then the association of which resource
executes which role is defined by a deployment diagram.

In the Activity-based approach, a Scenario is represented by an Activity Graph. This ap-
proach has the advantage connected with the hierarchical structure of the activity graphs, in
which activities can be decomposed into a lower-level activity graph. The stereotypes used to
annotate the UML model are the same seen above for the Collaboration-based approach, and
their meaning is obviously the same. A Performance Context is modeled as an activity graph
with an attached�PAContext� stereotype. Scenarios are modeled by the set of activities
of the graph, each action being stereotyped as a�PAStep�. Open and Closed workloads
are represented with a� PAOpenLoad � or � PAClosedLoad � stereotype attached to
the first step of the topmost activity graph, Modeling of active resources (processing hosts)
can be done in two ways: by associating a� PAHost� with the activity graph partition
which are linked to a particular processing node, or with informations gathered from the
deployment diagram.

Table3 lists the tags associated with the various stereotypes. It also lists the elements to
which each particular stereotype can be attached.

According to the UML Performance Profile, the values of the tags should be expressed
with a special notation calledTag Value Language(TVL), which is a simple subset of the
Perl language [42]. With TVL it is possible to put free variables (placeholders) inside tag
values, assuming that the model preprocessor is able to instantiate these variables before
running the model processor.
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Stereotype Base Class Tags
�PAclosedLoad� Message, Stimulus, Action,

Action State, SubactivityS-
tate, ActionExecution, Oper-
ation, Method, Reception

PArespTime, PApriority, PA-
population, PAextDelay

�PAcontext� Collaboration, Collabora-
tionInstanceSet, Activity-
Graph

�PAHost� Clasifier, Node, Classifier-
Role, Instance, Partition

PAutilization, PAsched-
Policy, PArate, PActxSwT,
PAprioRange, PApreempt-
able, PAthroughput

�PAopenLoad� Message, Stimulus, Action
State, SubactivityState, Ac-
tion, ActionExecution, Oper-
ation, Method, Reception

PArespTime, PApriority,
PAoccurrence

�PAresource� Classifier, Node, Classifier-
Role, Instance, Partition

PAutilization, PAschedPol-
icy, PAcapacity, PAaxTime,
PArespTime

�PAStep� Action, Stimulus, Action
State, SubactivityState

PAdemand, PArespTime,
PAprob, PArep

Table 3: Stereotypes and corresponding Tagged Values as defined in the UML Performance
Profile
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